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IITBODUCTION

Analysis of the problem of accelerating ions in a Thran cyclotron

has bewi confined almost entirely to the integration of various equations

of motion (for single particles) for vhich a complete field description

la necessary. In contrast, the problem of principal interest to rf system 

engineers concerns the gross transfer of electrical energy from an rt gem

orator into an accelerated bean.

Mo shall first discuss the electrloal equivalence of the beam aa a 

load impedance across the rf generator vhich drives the cyclotron doe.

It will be shown that the boon can be egitimately considered as a complex

shunt impedance; the pertinent ns gn itode and phase f ponente will be derived.

In the second section, the purely resistve loading effects occurring

at exact resonance are considered. Graphical representations are developed

and interpreted which att sept to correlate the operating parometers of the 

complete machine. Certain educated gu asses are introduced (concerned chiefly

with the behavior of ion sources) which constitute the most questionable

stops of the analysis. However, it will point to which obmervations are

needed to verify or correct those assumptions; a useful prediction of the

range of impedance presented to the rf generator is also developed.
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Y
The last section deals with the possible reactive effects of large 

beam currents in mitigating or aggravating the mistuning of a doo resonant

nystem. As a general rule, it can be concluded that for systems driven 

by the power amplifier type of rf generator, no consistent, significant 

phase affects occur, beyond those normally expected due to the reduction 

of rf system Q by loading. In the case of self-excited oscillator gener

ators, a mistuning of the rf system la always aggravated by the beam react

ance. In discussing the effect of bean on electrical stability of resonant 

systems, this section thereby presents additional criteria for choice of 

the type of resonant system.

*
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ELBCTRICAL REPEESEMTATION OF BUM LOAD

The obvious and most convenient electrical representation of the been 

load is that of an equivalent complex impedance, dearly for small been

currents such an equivalent impedance is very high, and there is little

influence on the rf system. The region of interest is that for which the 

bean apedance bee ones of the nai order as the doe system impedance, or

smaller. In particular, one is first interested in expressing the equiv-
alent beam impedance or load current aa a function of beam current in that

region.

The validity of such a representation in a question of first concern;

consider the charge-field interaction between particle packet and dee.

In order to smplfy the problem, consider a slotted pillbox located 1 aside 

a grounded enclosure, through which a packet of particles is passed, as

illustrated in Fig- l-

1
11"4 1

H
t, ta

t, r,‘
Fig- 1

Consider first the ease in which it is well insulated, with no external 

rf generator. During entrance of the Loos, electrons flow on the surface 

into the box, so that when all the ions are inside, the bear ban acquired

a net charge to ground equal to the total packet charge. idhen the ions 

leave the box, the charge distribution recovers to normal conditions. (As 

long as the ion velocity is snail compared to e, and the packet is of some
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f laito extent, it is safe to neglect impulse excitation of the pl ll boa space 

as a resonator and sinllar electrodynamic effects.)

If the pillbox were connected to ground through an electrical circuit.

the latter can be considered as being shock excited by an approximately

rectangular charge pulse If or simplcty), having a width equal to the packet

transit tine and in the obvious practical extension, repeated at the ions’

raaaaant frequency. Such a charge pulse can be considered as two opposite

atop functions with an intervening delay; the circuit’s net response can

be most smply deduced by superposing its behavior for each of the two step 

functions .

I 
J

♦

Fig. 2

In particular, suppose the pillbox is connected to a circuit ree noant

at the ion frequency as shom in rg- 2j it will. comtribute part of the

cireut eapacitance, and in the ultimme case, the pill bear booeano a doe 

and la the entire capacitance. In thia case the entree e e pulse atarta a free 

oecillation in the resoniant system, and the erit paleo starts an opposita

oscillation with a phase shift correspondng to the transit angle- Beth

or thone as well as their resultant, will decay with a tow

noat determned by the circuit Q; of course.

IM
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-S ala vt (decelerating 
phase)

I ♦ 1^ coe (vt +-30°)

+ Sa ain vt (defines 
pannsratins

1

-S cos (vt - 30°)

Entrance Exrit

Analzticmllz: 8a- cos (vt + 30®) - bt- coo (vt - 30®)
• - 2 q. nin vt sin 30® = - eln vt.

Fg. 3

Finally, ir the excitation is repettve as to a cyclotron, a summation

of all the properly attenumted contributions from preceding charge pulses

must ba —de to find the at—dy state oscillation conditions. This baa the

efrect of multiplying the sngle pulse magntudes by the factor A, at ran

The simple graphical suporposition of figure 3 immediately reveals that 

the phase of the net inducod oscillations la just 180° eway from the o—11

lations leading to the opt lawn mcoelerstion conditions (1.e-,mmsmum gain

per ton). In fact, it la also clear that the inerced steady state ewe 11

Latino can only be maintaned at the expense of work done by the bo— packet 

— the dee» with consequent deceleration of the partial—.* A mituation

of thia sort might be approached in a neutralized 3 0 wait by shutting off

one dee rf generator-

A particle traveling through any materially bo—fat epace in docelerated 
due to the work it must do la "dragging" lt overall inage charse through 
the surrounding matter-
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in order to coplete the qualitative picture, suppose a rf generator

were made to excite the ree rment node. Aa the injected amplitudo la in-

ereased, the work done by the beam would decrense wet u the deo is mamtaned

at an equflibrum level, at vhich the partcles neither gain nor lone energy-

At thia nell tlaa, the rf generator la just supplying enough power to cir-

eelate the "neutralizing" charge la the rf circuit and V a 0. At hgher

rf levels, the beam would gain energy at each passage through the doe.

Qunntitative arguments are based on the linear form at the differentiml

equation for the charge circulating in the rental ant mystem la vnrous oases.

In the free mmh ant nystem, ths is f—11 inr t

L+n+1=0
It an applied repettive induced ebarge impulse la mpprozimated hr

a sinunodal charge variation, thenz

L+*+:~+e •3 (w J = o

in a high Q nystem, thia la a valid approach, inasmuch aa the roe m Mt aystem

picks out the corresponding frequency contribution in a very ningular vay-

Smilarly if the recant mystem la excited by an external rf gun Tutor

which injects repetitive charge =rpulsos, one vritem: 
(-+24+2)+92 „:(o-t+ * ) e Aa „ju

© C
hat gonera solutian la of the fora q • qo „3 Cut * € ) of course.

Meting thia subetitution, one obtains:
qa = (1-«2L+ je)

It la nov alapl e to explicitly demonstrate the linear analytic character 

of the bean i oonaIder first the situation for no bona urrent, Qb • O
q2) e (1-u2Le+ j&c) qo #

Thia la just the driving charge required to maintain the circulating current
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Q,- heart, for the same Qo» consider the situation with bean curent: 
q22) =(-«2Le + 3.ae) qoe362+ •

This can also be erpreeaad mi

52) • 41) „3082 A> -43-
(in particular, 6 1 • 0)

1.e., the driving charge in nov the ana of that required to drive the rf

circulating charge plus that required to neutraline the bean charge. It 

follows at once, that, since the time varimtons are ohooea to be sinusoidal.

a smilar expression relating driving current, rf current and equivalent

beam currant must be truo, la complex fozma 

z-+2

1, and ib are then the currents flowing into two parallel bran rhea of aa 

equivalent circuit driven by 1a-

there in another detail concerning validity of thin reprenentatiom.

which has to do vith the "efatic" vorsus "dynemic" nature of the bean.

I
Statcally, it la satisfactory to represent the baaa loading as aa equivalent 

resistance and reactance; dynemically, these inyadaeco terms babewe non.

linearly an funetions of voltage and current. The effect of thin oa the

ting that dynamie variatons in operating conditions must oocur adia-

batically an far on the bean in concerned. Thin la realised in practice since

the Q of the resonmnt system nebae its tine constant long nanperad to

the beam’s tine constant, 1.e-, Q la much larger than N, the total number

of beam tarna.

By the same argument, situntons la ahl eta the initial, source-injected 

been current la dependent on dee voltage may be tremted by applying para-

metricelly aa analytic expression of that dependence to the consideration

of the constant pource output case.
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Analytically, an equivalent circuit is useful if the dynamic character

is vritten into the defntion of the non pen —itat see Fig. 4.

Fig- 4

L

E = dee 
mpedmni

3 beam

▼ « dee voltage

• equivalent rf driving current

1- 3 rf current required to obtain V on dee mystem alene

1b 3 equivalent beam lend current

0 = phase angle between bean current and dee voltage

• x phase angle of dee mystem.

♦ t^c F A 1-ja (oc - 
oL

defined aa follow i 
1

=z,= X 1+1 (~C -ef1+1(2

1

vherez Q FL for a parallel circuit

* tan a = Im
•• Be “ 20 c3

— + .^1*4 

la =” "
- Mooe •
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Now 1 ajlb (coc + J sin

4 =|+1 (cosf ’ 3 sinf)
M = 4,1 cos « ++coa

• • o =Aojsin« -As2n
The equivalent rf driving current (ia) can be represented as the rf 

currant required from a hypothetical oscillator/amplifier operating with 

a plate voltage swing equal to the rf dee voltage- The equvalent plate 

current would be a narrow "pip* of much larger electron current delivered

to the resonant mystem during the negative halr-cycle, of or ra«. These

voltages end currents are evidently related to the output of the real rt
generator by the transformation ratio built into the dee system; the gen-

arator doo coupling in usually so tight that no essential phone difference

exists between plate and doo voltages.

Similarly the equivalent been load current in an average of the rela

tively narrow, high “pipe" of Load current required from the system at each

aoceleration. This averaging, as perfor nod by the resonant circuit is not

much different from that perfor «ed by the boon current meter- This makes 

plausible the criterion for proper representation a In ar exactly resonant

system, the eq lealent bean load must equal the total bean power a

nVIB • • MVt IB • HVIB

so that the equivalent r.M.Sa bona load current (at resonance) Isa

1p=}Fa-Ka,
a = number of doe circuits

f = numericnl factor derinng energy gain per turn 5,-E5,sor_3,82
1 = number of turns to full energy

V = r.m.. rf dee voltage (Vo = 2 V,of course)

temem
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Vm = total beam energy (in electron volts)

V+ - energy gain per turn (in electron volts)

B - metered beam current

It was mentioned above that the beam loading pulses are resolvable 

into a sinusoidal load current whose phase with respect to a dee is such as 

to be zero when the beam packet crosses the dee center line and hence the 

phase of the equivalent beam load current is identified with beam phase angle. I
In the more general, off-resonant case, consider the loading on the 

individual dee as the beam packet traverses it; one defines an equivalent 
I

current whose phase angle is to be the same as that of the beam packets

(acceleration power) = (total beam power) x fraction of energy 
gain per turn con
tributed by one des

ViB cos 0 ? iB) x ■ Cos& V cos 0
. n -

(V. iB) x
, t

« i Vm ip = Af i,n Vt B n B

just as before.

For a single phase machine, 180° dees:
Resonant: 1,=} Ve 1, Non-resor ant: (1g) = 2 Y2 NiB

For a three phase machine, 60° dees:

Resonant: ‘B ■ 5 V" iB Mon-resonant: aB » •2 MB

Miscellaneous Arguments Cqnoernirig Other Operating Parameters.

In an ideal cyclotron, the ion source would inject ions into the machine 

near its center in such a way that all enter the dee and are picked up into 

median plane paths crossing the entire accelerating field at each gap.

Then the entire beam load is due to the accelerating mechanism and in an
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efficient Machine, one desires that this be greater than the doe system

rf load. Indeed, the discussion thus far has considered only just such

a situation; in practice, there is also a loading due to mechanisms asso-

dated with the source region 2 ion pickup from source, initial, acceleration

between dees, direct stray ion current, etc. While in a small machine these

effects are noticeable, in a large machine, on the other hand, an approach 

must be made to the ideal in practise, if really large Currents are going

' to be accelerated without destroying the electrodes. This criterion for-

tunately permits one to dispense source loading effects from consideration

with some confidence.

These arguments do not mean that there is no interaction between ion

source and dee system of importance, however. Even though the ion source

is considered "perfect", the magnitude of initially accelerated beam current

may depend on dee voltage and this may be considered adiabatically, as

mentioned before. For analytic purposes, sources can be typified by the

power of the beam current-dee -voltage dependence; later, arguments will

be. developed which identify the actual sources with such hypothetical ^ms

injectors.

(1) Constant Source Output. This represents the class of sources

which inject a constant bean current independent of dec voltage.

(2) linear Source CXitpqt. This includes sources which inject a beam

current proportional to the doe voltage. Since such a voltage- current be-

havior is ohmic, the analytic representation can be most f Oy in

terma of an effective source resistance Rs " ip .

(3) Parabolic Source ^tput. This class includes sources which inject

a current dependent on the square of the dec voltage. Analytically, it

will appear that such a machine has a constant efficiency for conversion

of rf power into beam power for any given source condition.
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< particular source nay not behave exactly like one of these classes, 

but it can be shovm that the variation in behavior from one class to the

next ia not great. Hence one can bracket the operation (especially with 
regard to slopes) sufficiently well for most design purposes.

The type of rf generator also influences the course of analysis i
(1) HOPI (■eater oscillator-pover aepll tier) for vhich net reactive

circuit impedances cause relative tew dea phase changes as beam current

varies.

(2) SEO (self-excited oscillator) for vhich net roactive circuit
impelances cause frequency changes as beam current varies.

The analytic representation of such generators also requres dfferent
equivalent forms:

(1) Constant Current Generator, approached by loaded pentode MOPA.

(2) Constant Voltage Generator, approached by sEo and unloaded MOP&.

A further variation la provided by the question of single-phase versus

three phase accelerating systems; and finally, the threo-phase system intro-

duces incer-phase coupling effects. Two ideal systems may be considered 

ia order to obtain a practicable interpretation i

(1) Single-phase and Tightly-coupled Mlti-phane Syntems. Relntive 

doo voltage and current phases are practically unaffected by load changes.

(2) Completoly uncoupled multiphase ay at ano (obtainable la practice

Such a system can be trested as three separete

ayatawa driven by independent generators having fxed relative output phases 

and magnitudes, coupled by the bean energy gain during ncceleration, co which 

the condition of optimum aocoleration la imposed. Thia la that the bean

phase angles are such ns to give maxmum energy gain per turns

4V±=o d«

28
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EXICT RESONANCE

Thia la the simplost and most desirable operating situation, of course.

la which beam, dee, and driving frequencies are all equnl and the phase

angles are la proper adjustment. From aa elenent ary eonsideraton of power

balance, varioua operating properties of heavily loaded cyelotrons cen be

deduced and these are interpreted by the curwes of Figure 5. Mora la plotted 

the total equivalent rf current input (14) to a doo against the dee voltage 

(v) for a typical 3 g machine. Sos 

(rf power input) = I 
or: u=X+

(dee power) + (beam acoeleration power)

our doe (n m no. of dees)

Alsoz

a nv
and:

=} R1aQ±/-A},,2)
Finally the loci of Figure 5 plot»

a4={+‘,
for our "typcal 3 0 machine" in vhich * = 230000 ohms, Va • JOO mov. Each

point of such a plot corresponds to a certain unque divisiom of power be-

Urano dee and beam acceleration, and therefore to a unque beam current.

for a machine of givem shunt impedance and boon energy. The uniqueness of 

this depmdenne la afrected la no way by -the type of benm injection nor b

the type of rf driver. Theme latter factors do influence the path of ope- 

ution of a machne, that la, the locus traced by v and ia starting at noon 

given beam current and operating condtion and ending at bomb other point. 

In practice, such a trover sal through a regon la mcocmplished by operational

adjustments pertaining either to the rt power input or to the mouroe
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operating conditions. The particular locus IB • 0 corresponds, of course, 

to Wo exeitation of Wo dee by Ataeif with no beam, and Win la a strateht 

line of elop- 1/a.

The leal of equal beam current are indicated; also plotted are loci

of nonet amt power and of constant efficiency vhhere We latter is defined

byz
PgVEEpower 100% = 100 $=100

Bis
Fe}€ •

To each value of operating efficiency, there corresponds a unique total

shunt resistance as aeon by We rf generator at n and (as alee in-

diented on those loc):
= RRo =R(I- 16s)

Consider nov Wo behavior of aytaaee typicnl of We verious source

injectors as function of rf voltage and power, 1.e., determine We paths

constant aeuroa oporating conditiona as We

amplifier plate voltage la changed.

X GonstantPema-Iniectin- “B = parametric constent- Thun

4-V elso represents the oporating curves for ths system.

vhich are leal of constant boom current.

XX Linear souree Outvut- rite ip " V, Ware R,isan effective 

source resistance and la We paremetrie constant. Now La - 1+3, 

and We corresponding loci are linen parallel to1=O (Rs • oo) displaced

by’, •

T
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in s v, vereRpisnowtepera-
■stria constant representative of a given source condition. Boro

X

efriciency, 1.e

• The eorresponding loot eoineide with lines of constant 

, a cyclotren using a source having this characteristic op-

erates at a fixed efficiency for a given source condition, regerdlesa of doe

voltage.®

In each case, it is seen that the position of the locus is determined

bg a parameter vhich is representatve of the overell source operating osn

di tian. Ms are not concerned in the analysis with its dependence on are

pressure, voltage end currentj rather the parens tars p» Ba» Rp lump the 

effect at these source conditions into one numbor for each case. lever the

* Pp(P,Vgs,4g Bence, in djacusning the behavior

of a cytlotron an these source oondltlsne change, vhen we speak of changing

the source paraeatar, we as awe that we knou how to do this by a manpulation

of are controls. In a qualitative vny, the direction of these changes is

fairly obvious. Thus vhen we speak at Increnning 2p» which corresponds to

d ing Ra or Rp» this would be acoomplished la pactice b any adjust- 
• a

■Mart vhich should increase the available naahur of ions, such as inn roea1 ng

source pressure and current.

The usefulness at such aa approach becomes sore evident vhen elated

to the behavior of a typical rf gemerator; thus far no limitations imposed

E= 100(n,.x)
tar a parabolio source

$

-

Thus each R, determines a unique B and corresponding unique mlop-(3e) •

e
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by the rf generator have been taken into account; we have asatzec that at 

any voltage» the rf generator can Bupply any current 1a- So it is natural 

to further ■ ■eune that any point of Figure 5 can be renched - at least until 

we understand the path of operation requfred to reach it and what lim1ta

exist on that path.

Consider then the behnvior of a nachine as a function of the source

parsmeter, 1.e., determine the paths traversed for parametrically constant

rf generator operating conditons as Rs or Bp is changed- A high power

type tubes, and its charscteristics must be more closely exxamined in order

to apprecinte the nooning of "constant rf generator condtions."

A pentode generator has ncmevhat unique operating properties. hen 

lightly loaded, the plate voltage swing is limited only by (Vp - W2), and 

the screen current is wary high, since it collects all those electrons not 

reaching the plate at serfaon owing (figure 6a); the efficiency is poor.

As the load Increases, the plate swing decreases a little bit, but the piste 

current in rrea see =arkedly until a space-charge Had ted condition (determined 

principally by the grid drive) is attained; meanwhile the "phase eng." and - 

efficiency improve (Figure 6b). Beyond this region, even lower load resist

ance reselte in a lower plate owing, the plate current remainng onmeatially

constant, and the erficiency once more decreasing-

—
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1,111gt 1oedincMn=s(oatae I
o

{b) ortima losding
I I 

-

(e) heavy londing
I

Eateurrent —
SereonOurrene--- m A,

Vp D-C

Vg2 D-C.
O.

Since the plate-doe coupling is assumed to be tieht, * l4ghtly-loeded

machne ths acts as if it were driven by en approxizately constant-voltage

mately constant-current generator.

"Bost"
region 1

) 1dealzed bwh ■vlor
inerting

1 actual behavior
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The optimum operatng region frcm the standpont or the rf generator

is around Um knee of this curve, and this region moves throuch the plot

along scmething like a locus, with a constant determined by the grid

drive. A higher level of grid drive will result in a steeper "options

operation" alope, and ao forth; aa—pl a a are prosented la Fgure 5.

in ai wary, the principal operational adjustments ares

(l) Change in rf drive — obtained by changing V, and hence v and 

rapraaented by notion along paths of constant ip, Ra, or Rp (or of inter- 

Mediate slope). Mb term those "source" loci.

(2) Change in source conditions -- equivalent to varying ig» Rg, or 
Rp» and represented by notion along paths approximating constant V or con

stant ia. Thene will be called "generator' loci.

Connidar a typicnl "turnine-on" path for a "parabolic" nource aa 11lun-

trated by the path •2• la Pig. 5. Rf pover la first applied with no sourco

arc, and doe voltage la established wall above threshold, eay at 500 KV•

This corresponds to moving from the origin along 1> a 0 to the point Y = 500 AV, 
1a • 2 amps. The source la now "turned on" and a beam current la injected;

aa the equivalent source resistance la deareasad, the bean current rises

and the operating point moves along an almost constant voltage line until

space chargo l1mitation sets in. la the vicinty of 8 amps in this example-

The operation curve bendn over into an almost constant current characteristic

at 10 amps; a further do la source resistance reduces not only the

dee voltage but the boam current aa wall. For A given plate voltage net- 

ting, the maximm bed is obtained when the slope of the operation path is

tangent to the constant bean current curves.

to we observe two interesting effects as a result of the inverse do-

pendence of bean turns on dee voltage and of epaoo otaargo l11mitaton in

-

---

l

E--——= ■
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the —pl 1 flor. Firstly, the maxima bean current is determined not so much

by the source behavior as by the rf gerater characteristics. Secondly, 

for a pentode generator, the best cyclotron operating region (both free 

the standpoint of high been and high efficiency) corres ponds roughly to the

best efriciency regon for the rf generator.

Suppose now the machine has been adjusted to the optimum operating

point by source adjustments alone; in order to shift to a dafferent optimum

point, the plate voltage can be change- The operating point shifts along 

an appropriate "source" locus; in general, it reaches a new optimum position

only after a further readjustment of the source.

Another method of shifting the operating point comUU in readjust

ing amplifier grid drive; thia shirts just the constant current part of 

the generator locun up and noun on the scale. The particular values of 

grid drve and space charg United currenta are, of course, dependent

on the pentode gocmetry, so that only qunlitative connideration can bo E’ven 

to thin aspoct. Exaaples of various possible characterstics of thia aort

are also shonm in Figure 5.

Finally, the range of overall rf mystem impedunce is illustrated by

Figure 8. Constant voltage and current loci norroe pond Ing to representative 

families of operating paths are plotted. An cheice of abscissae which 

conn latently identify points along those paths, the operating erricienay/ 

input reoiotanoo intercepts are used. It is aeon that the tiwianoe any 

wary within a 4tl range (120000 to 30000 ohms) in the most Amportant opera t-

Ing region.

"Porbidden"ConditionnmndPefeouninzEEectk-

Regions of operation beyond a "generator" locus are not mccessible 

for that particular level of operation - thus, for the path indicated as
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2a, the adjustnt R,- 5 z 106 ohms would not be realiseable for a "linear" 

souree. Such a situation turns out to violate the initial conditions of

the problem. In practice, it is certanly possible to ndjust a souree

nto much a region; the dee voltage must perforce drop until an additicnal

bean limiting mechanism "lones" the excess injected ba am. This implies

that from the standpoint of the main accelerstng proceno, neither a constant

njection nor a *1 lunar* njection mource are representatve of the bemm-

should exist. Want n Ing Figure 9, it is seen that all the loci belonging

to the next higher power depend (parabolic) always intercept any oper-

ntng path, so that this class is analytically complete.

Certainly in the case of the calutron-type rf-injectlon souree, both

empirical evidence and qunlitatve considerations uupport an approzimately

parabolic dependence. The space-chrce limited output of the emfenion

. ahenth should hare a y3/2 behavior; in addition, the retraction of the shoath

aa the field increanes and the enhenced collection of those Iona emitted

with approciable axial aancote should make adcitonsl contributions, so

that a higher power dependence may bo expected, such as

Crude measurementa of efficicy of collecting ions out of the source

into aa accelerated boom have shov that at best perhaps <xxs-third of the

beam vhich ankes the first turn will appear after many turns (in the reglon

of constant radial dependence), and that nest of the uncollected beam is 

lost by the fourth or fifth turn. In order to acoount properly for the 

fraction of power lost in this vuy, the erfective been current 1, could

* be writtent

= HIB 4 ALont =(-a
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Thus, la a large machne vhere ■ » N‘, Um "defocused" acceleration load 

is negligible. Nevertheless it does represent a fair amouunt of power dissi- 

pated in a confined roglon; if 100 ma were lost in the first two turns, thia

represents of the order of 100 ku being lost in a volume roughly two feet 

in dimmeter, including "top" and "bottom" tank walla and dee tips.

Taking into account Um rt efficiency of the final mmplifier, Um beam

power loss measurements on the 20-inch model show an acceleration efficiency 

of 25 percent to 33 percent- A preliminary check of the constant source 

characteristics above a slope (on a Va plot for that nodal) corroe ponding 

to an acceleration efficiency of 30 percent, roughly. (Actually even for 

the 20-1 arih model, Um defocused contribution is lost within the error of
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ICNEESONAIT SISTES

The problem which first called attention to the possible efrects of 

the beam doe interaction has to do with the mechancal stability needed in 

the massive doe structures to be used in a high power cyclotron.

From o 2Le = I and oak A/d:

W -se- =1*1
Then la order that rf phase, omplitude and efficiency remain within ree anna hle

♦
limits, the structure should be sufficiently rigid so that

for a representative doe.

k -0.0001

Thus, two chan leal) beams many feet la length must hold their position

within a few thousandths of an inch, a prohbitive requrement. The simpler 

and slower servo north on Isms can cmpsmU for long period fluctuations, but 

abort, transient distortions and vibrationa would still cause extensive

modulation.
A mechnniu which might mitigate this situntion is the hoan io a inter

action. Clearly the accelerstion loading reduces the Q of the system and 

thereby tends to minimise the effects of mistuning- For MOPA driven cyclo

trona no further large, consistent phase-locking effects can be found on 

the basis of the concepts presented here. The analysis does indicate that

the resonant system behaves electrically somevhat like a current transformer

at high beam levels. The form of a • iP * lb indicates this; when b 

geta big enough, then 1a and lb are almost parallel, no matter how 1r is 

oriented. At one end of the electrical system, a sequence of electron puls es 

are fed in, at the other and, a sequence of positive ion pulses emerge 

at a different "voltage" with aa efficiency approaching that of orthodox

transformer

a---- —
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Only in the case of SEO drven machine* ia there indicated a sgnif leant

phasing effect; here it appears as an agcravation of a pre-ezisting nis- 

toning condition, as the bean current ia increased. For example, if the 

beam frequency la higher than the dee frequency than the bean load 

appears to have a shunt capacitive reactance, which shirts the oscil- 

lation frequency farther below the doe frequency. (The atgument io 

connderea in detail below.)

Thue, for the present, it appears to be essential to introduce a rapid 

response eer vv retuning device vhch can nonp—iaeto for moderstely high 

frequency vihrrations and sharp transient ah Ifta of the structurem. It 

would appear to be sufficient to require a response time of the order of 

the loaded resonator decrement. Operating at about 6 Ito with an unloaded

Q of 10000, and a maximum efficiency of 80 percent (F • 4), 
1 Qindicate Tservo *0.3 mllinecond. (r=rp

this would

Tichtly=coupled.Three=EhapeSyptemn.md_single-Fhanesxnte=n•
These are analytically equivalent except for mil numerical Tactors;

they belong to the class for which the accelerated bean can be considered 

as effectively coupled to a single rotating rf node to which belonge the 

major part of the stored energy. Only three roeonant freq wane lee are in

volved in such a casez bean (b), driving (3), and node or doo (~r).

* set up• 1a = 16 + we must deterne 'the phaso and amplitude

of each term:

‘r • The zhane of the resonator driving current la defined bya 

tan = 20 8 where o=c, - o to get the proper aign; the aplitude
ia given by a 4. = g A -o
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lb t The errective ("of the equvalent beam lond current In

here an averag. of the radnlly varyng accolerattan phase angle and may 

be defined bys

v, = { «,(m) « 3 vzv $ co. 0 (m) = 392 v ■ cos I
in uhtch 0(a) = .+ nag defines the phnse angle at te nth turn, vhere:

g S initial phase anglo

a s 2«4* =23- phane gain yer turn •

Aw =e,-3
u nebers the last turn j 4n • emergent phase angle

In order to simplry matrers, we MX that the phase bunching An the 

initial turns, together vith optimum ton "catching" at maximum voltage gain

»

per turn, make it reasonable to set = O. Also replacing £ by 

after Integration and subotitution •

» find

v, = 3^ vBsin (2m 49) « 3z » ■ — J

but 0n - 2 n ■ 4s the phase of the last turn and this la a particularly 
- Sq- 5uneful and applicable independent variable. Sos con 9 * —8,“

(note that i sin u = 3, ¥4 = 1.48 {a 4)

me nmpltude of the equtvalent beam load current s •tin *

H- ‘2 Fut now a<V inasnach ns the gain poz turn in • function

or the particular turn j in fact, Vt(n) = 372 V cos 0 (n)- From the pro- 

ceding expressions, findt

"-(*) oo"sh)
and finally >

N • * (*)) *)
Fgure 9 relates b, , and sin ft for reference. for —11 fg a

L
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EixedFrem

i = - sin $(1+45 sin2♦.>

“b V <u

Set up the components of

44 =3* 8823+ art
0= ag tm-1 SH

From sn = sind
cos

and sn§ = sin (g+e)cosd- cos (9+ e) sin

vherez

P x Ate
3v2

= *. 141 the e» cat Aery cnne

of a "parabolic source", so that:=,4,
In any case, it la easily seen that those adjustments hich increase

beam current land hence Incrense P) tend to reducec ; i.e., the machine

tenda to become a "current transformer". According to thia analyss, it 

la also evident that in this type of machine no f 21 at order boon or dee
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e
phane changos nan be expected; both G and 0 are parametrc numbers set by

physical conditions divorced from the bean load current

The behavior of the other phane anglos for representative valuos of 

•t 0, and 9 over the posaible range of operation la sumnrized by Fig. 11;

the 0800 cyclotron resonator characteristics have been assumed as uned

before.

EfectorVuetunatione-
If ve porform a perturbation on , corresponding in practice to the 

effect of a mechanien Mluctuntton of the doe structure, we find, neglect-

#

ing second order torms;

tan («)- tee oin (3 •)

I general —,03 < 1 no that S « < S; in fact, for large P, 

5« <c und Um load angle < booMeo mmall and nearly independent of mis- 

tuning errects.

Fixed PhaneDriverSE-
By virtue of the solr-excitation mechanism of the oscillator, take

V and fa to be aluays parallel 
certain condttons on .the relative frequencies.

a and this fmposes

Iv

“”ia v
i

Fig. 12
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1r =
Rocall that +a = Re (-)+ Re CM en2 13 (1-) * -F 4M vhere

=k{l+jpc- . If ~L > •, then 1b leads V (the 21lustrated

case) and Im (1y) >0, (1r) < O. So (32 X C - 1) • - 1) < 0

and/, d, >c also. Bot, with very —11 b—, and the al twat ion
must diverge from there as the bean current la incrensed. Hence >0, > 6•

• » • L6%.--n
i

l 
+

I 
+I ■

Tig- 13

Proceeding as befores

*a-* *p*
0 S II is tan 0 - J tan Q

tan =P tan 0 vhere F = "5 372 as before.

Subtsitute
Ju tan =20-

3 in 5 sin2 M »

*3Fe(V e3 within 1" percent vhen

sinu1
Solving find. -()6X)
This la valid fart

ran e<i, <2°, 2ues 

sinfu<*, %<450,4*%
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For constantvoltage operation *

5 - 1 = 1 - 14.2 x IO*6

For OOMtaat OUTT-t operation: Agan introduce the parabolic dependences

B = (as an example); Obtain*

1 - 42.7 x 10-4(2)(,)(1+*,)
The most striking feature of this case is that the oscillation frequencx

is increased. Note that for any given he— and generator setting this

oscillator shift will be proportional to the relative mistuning of bo—
and doo. Moreover, in either case this factor of proportionality rises

sharply as adjustments are —de to increase be— current. However, the

region of operation in which this occurs can be located well outaide attain

able conditions by suitable choice of the other operating parameters; this 

is illustrated in Fig. 14 which plots 40 for various probable operating 

conditions. Note especially the steep (inverse) dependence on doe voltage 

or driving current.

KffeCt Q fluctuations is self-evident: A mechanical disturbance in the 

doe system causing a certain shirt in resonant frequency results in a pro- 

portionnl shift in oscillation frequency, the factor being) course.
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Uncoupled pr NeutraXl»«4 Sypt«a (MQPA only).

In order to be able to perform this analysis, we assume, as a manageable 

example, the case in which two dee systems are exactly resonant, and the 

third dee is mistuned. (,=,= 0, e3 = ®). The beam frequency is equal 

to the driving frequency.

In a practical machine, those phases most easily kept constant are 

the relative phase angles between the three driving currents. These can 

be kept in relstire adjustment by means essentially independent of what 

is going on in the machine, principally because of the nature of the class 

C mode of amplifier operation (as indicated in the second section). All 

current phase angles are therefore referred back to the driving current 

vectors as located at 0°.

The magnitudes and phases of the various components are not as simply 

determinable as in the single mode case} here they are also dependent on 

the relative beam phase angle C, which now has the interesting property 

of being necessarily the same with respect to each driving vector. In 

order to make it determinable we must introduce an adait lonal condition! 

the criterion of maximum energy gain per turn, in the form:

111= 0 
d <

©nstant Voltage Region (any source).

The parametric constants here are 0, V, and 1B (or P).

■
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v

b „ ■— —* - to '3 e

kr, d,
id.

d,-c *. •,= (- *8
Dees 1, 2 Dee 3 .

Fig. 15

in general:

[-=2% 808% 
0=2 V agsanq -g 8056

This all leads to three forms for V3

(a)

(b)

v+"

„ (3)
Vt

m ‘2 V AB si, 
12 p r1b ainp, cos •

(c) Vt = fa V (cos 1 + cos 02 4- cos 0^)

= 2 V { 2 (cco < cos P i - sin a sin 1)+ [cos (0 -d)x
x Y1 - sln2 . cos2 0 + sin (0 -<) sin B1 

1
cos e}

having used in (c), from (a) and (b)a

sin 8,= sin , cos e cos 63 - 1 - sin-2 8 1 cos* 0
Equating (a) and (c) and solving, obtain a 

aPz?(1) * bZ(1)

In which

a = 3 sin a cos 0

b = -22f cos 4 + COS (G-

p - Vm
32 7, .coa20sin28,.. , ,3 t(1) ' "cos sins, ” 1

c « 2 f sing. - sin (9 - < 
L cos p

0 f - cos'1 8 sin- p,

7 _ -b. 
Z - "2aP 1 t x , ^sF (S ,

=
I

■
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introduce condition for best accelerations

From the current equations t

dt=z¥ >!e «« . L = 0
whence

dVt do.

46 = tan coS&

From the energy gain per turn t

2 v{ - 2 sin (-4 + B 1) (1 + tan 6 1 cosa ) +

[sin (e 1 - sin^0 1 cos 2 e - cos (G - ct) sin B1

+ [sin (e -) cos s x cos e - cos (G - •) incoe& 
- YI-

cos e 
1coa2ecos2_i

X cose = 0

After -ome juggling, obtain:

AZ?(2) * E(2) +C=°
where :

B= 2
/I - cos^ O sln< 

cos G sip

2 ccsc
$ cos <

. — B
. - 82 = - ZA

+ COS (

J -(2) - cos e sip
- IS _ <in
cos r . — 1
-J /I - coe<* G sln^^i

2 4 tanek- ftte, iS

11 -r gin^) +-cos
COS 9

C =

1 ± ) 1 -

> 1

These two expressions for z(&, ) would permit us to effectively 

eliminate 61, thereby obtaining an equation determining a corresponding 

to each choice of P and G.

r q, p) - o

4

z
■
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A number of justifiable simplifications rencues thio procedure from 

the tmposnible. A consideration of the probeble renge of variables and hence 

of the coefficients in the quadratics shous that the radicals in the solutions 

are not far from unity, no that wo can une <1 ♦ « =1+ 1/2 x. (for P<5).

Then

z ’ ■ s 22-1 
z=- g

*

Again a consldoration of the runges of these solutions shows that 

z,-, z, are not ccmpatanae wau z > l ana mat 4* are continucusly 
connected to the asymptote z—>•~hen F----•0. Then ths simulteneous

solution bocomen simplya

-z=h, = J (P< 5)
-

The form obtainod by subetitution of coefficients can be nimplifd.

obtaining (taking f a l)s

(gn2) -=1/3 () (2 + cos e)
In which

C (•) • 2 + ON 4 - oUTT

An explicit expression for • le rend2ly found a 
u ♦ Ji*.’«

For P • O, define tan «o - } ♦

Returning to Z • - Sp obtain a

| = g (e) cos • tan4o - tan

and •In 8, = l cos cos •

if J 
. ... ..........■.■on

■

amssmeamma uamsuu

B"M I
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Thus all the phase angles are analytically expressed as functions of

the parameters P and 0.

Note that tan « • 1/3 sin • for —11 • and Mall P (ill mistuning 

and besm current); this la consistent vith stoat one might expect Antuitively:

da know that the maximum enere gala par turn will occur for a phase angle 

somevhere betveen the resonant voltage vector position (V1, V2) and the 

mistuned vector (v3). Hans the teas receives about tvice the contribution 

from resonant dees than it does from the mistuned one, it la ronsonable that

Um beam phane would Ils at about one third of tbs are from V1» V2 to V3» 

ana thtn la junt vhat la prodtetod. (At Mali beam currenta, V,Va will

phase onse; Unmilm the beem current reduces r and In

-

• the single

■■anna S; the beam

phase angles (0) are Mt materially disturbed. Hg- la ummarnes the be-

havior of these varioum angles in typical opera tinc circumstances.

EffestefMustuatisna •
A P tion calculation gives

is a 1en ton S
and again ve see that large beams and —U "load" angles leed to smaller

The paremetric constants are MV e, la end

s

* •

» -
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V3

ei
-------- urn - — ' "

- 4.-(**
-(L-P)

d. ‘d
e

It la seen from the vector diagram that since 1b and 1d are the bame tor 

the three dees, then 6 and 1, must be the same all the way mround, in ad- 

atton tod. mus phase changng effects can only re-position the vectors

to obtain Tiw energ gain por turn, and the voltage vectors must stay

♦

fixed with respect to one another

Xn order to sake henduny with this cnne, the boum current la taken

proportional to v,2, V, being essentinlly an integral of the field «hich 

picks up those ions mekinc the principal contribution to the mcceleration

load. B of the res condition and bunching effecte, it la rea

nonable that even for an injection sourco, the amount of accelerated bean

depende somevhhat in thio uay not only on the "souree" dee voltage, but on

the other dee voltagos as well. hile thia dep la doubtlessly complex.

as long as the doe voltages and phase mnglem are not radicmlly oat of adJust 

ment, v, can be raken, la the first order, proportional to V- Thea

Ap=z2 vgA, (at r o)

So at r Rp- 13 the factor id nodes this Ap the same on thatR 3rrs.
introuced before.

. . a % !■■■>.

BBS

-
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»

Tbi z
a " 1 R cos-*10.c

0=18 A etnc ’ R oL « sin

whence t

V = Rfa p cos • 1n d ein

From find «

Now: V s 12 (V coo 91+V2 cos 02 * cos 0j)

Substituting for Vj, :

v cos g a 1/2 Big { sin 2esin«+ (1 + cos 2 •) 

Further manipulation yields *

cos g-(1+ cos •) p

V,

1
8 ainec ♦ 15 » aca 2 8) oo«^
*18,6*2

Introduce candition for best acceleration t

dVt _-—5 — *

vhence tan d =

tin 2 « ~ B f coa 2 o) aln
1+18 (5 +cos20) 

alA lf -
5 + cos 2 0

$2 -0

Solving for sin a , cos < and P, one can find:

tan (a ♦ € ) a p * (5 + coo 2 8) 14650+ cos 2 •'

and 93=0 - 01?
As indicated previously, thia predicts that the beat accelerating angle.

e, ban—a a independent of bean level; it la a consequence of the fixed relative 

position of the voltage vectors. Thia result ia independent of the type

of source assumed, also. Fig. 18 displays the behavior of the other phase
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ang’es in representative cases. They behave anomalously at high source 

output for low generator current levels; actually those operating regions 

are excluded for several other reasons. See Figs. 5 and 8.

effect Qf

Again :
<- - tanc_ S,“ - tan 20°5

which in independent of been current in this case.

V

•--a eedeteem“mM

•; *

■
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The.A Reduction Efect-
As a general rule of thumb, our original guess that high beam currents 

would result in small "load" angles (a) is confirmed in most cases. The

extent of shift is approximately that to be expected just from the reduction
in effective circuit Q due to bean loading. There la a particularly staple 

asymptotie case which exhibits this t Consider again the single node MOPA 

system, this time taking =dL fo, (!>••» only the resonator is mistuned). 

Then the bean current and doe voltage must be in phase and g a 0.
For a parallel resonant system q = # ; If the system is additionally

loaded*

-(re)(
Since ib<<1ctre» then 1b> X, Bo that Xerr -X- Also, at resonance.

p, so one vrites a

Finally tea eerr

1 
1+P

•
ten • tan • • +P

= Q

f

Nov err is the angle betveen V and id J examining the vector dingren 

(Fig. 10) it is seen that huff 1a identified as a (Mben =0), that:

But this same result is obtained from the more formally derived expression 

for tan , for this case, upon substituting =0.
■
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